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Two Poly students
jailed, charged with
growing marijuana
■ History professor angered by circumstances
surrounding one student’s arrest.
■

1

By Jason Foster
Editorial Staff
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Freshman Chris Catanzaro learns about disabilities as he maneuvers through traffic cones.

Cal Poly students learn to understand
challenges of facing life with disabilities
■ The events included wheelchair demonstrations and trust walks.
By G rant A. Landy
Staff Writer

For more than 800 disabled
students, Tuesday was just
another day.
Some had to wheel themsel
ves up the hill to the Ad
ministration building. Some
had to be guided down the
stairs by a friend. Others
flipped through books where

words seemed endlessly dis
torted.
But IXiesday was Disabled
Awareness Day, and for many
others, the afternoon in the
University Union was their
first feelings of life with a dis
ability.
Sponsored by the Disabled
Student Services Office and
Disabled Students Unlimited,
the annual event offered able-

Council considers plans
for Laguna Lake upkeep
■ Proposals require the removal of a delta
to keep the lake from becoming a meadow.

bodied students, staff_ and
faculty the chance to “try-on” a
disability.
What spawned was not only
frustration but also admiration
for those with disabilities.
“These people have over
come great odds in order to get
an education,” said English
graduate student and teacher
See DISABLED, page 9

Two Cal Poly students were
arrested Wednesday morning for
alleged marijuana cultivation by
the San Luis Obispo County Nar
cotics Task Force.
Construction m anagem ent
sen ior Eric S ch w in g and
agribusiness junior Matthew
Wilson were taken into custody
shortly after the task force
served a search warrant at
Schwing’s residence at 663 Islay
St. at 9:30 a.m., said Thsk Force
Commander Jim Christian,
Christian said Schwing was
immediately arrested when of
ficers found 12 marijuana plants
up to three feet tall on the
premises. Grow lights and a
scale also were found, Christian
said.
A task force officer, accom
panied by Cal Poly Public Safety
officers, apprehended Wilson
about 10:45 a.m. on campus as
Wilson attended a modern world
history class in the Science
North building. The officers in
terrupted the class to single out
Wilson and arrest him without
incident, eyewitnesses said.
Schwing, 22, is charged with
cultivation of marijuana and pos
session of marijuana with intent
to sell. Wilson is charged with
cultivation of marijuana. Both
were booked into County Jail

with bail for each set at $6,000,
Christian said.
Jail officials said both stu
dents were still in jail as of Wed
nesday afternoon.
Christian did not make a
direct estimate on the worth of
the seized plants but said that
mature marijuana plants poten
tially could be worth $3,200
See ARREST, page 11

Coincidences
stun professor
Wednesday was a strange day
for h istory professor Dan
Krieger.
First, he had his 10 to 11 a.m.
modern world history class dis
rupted so that one of his stu
dents, agribusiness junior Mat
thew Wilson, could be arrested
by the SLO County Narcotics
Task Force.
Later that day Krieger was
surprised to find out that
another one of his students in a
different class, construction
m a n a g e m e n t s e n io r E ric
Schwing, also was arrested in
connection with the task force’s
sa m e i n v e s t i g a t i o n
in to
marijuana cultivation.
See COINCIDENCE, page 11

Ex-CIA agent criticizes
U.S. action in Gulf War
By M oorea W arren
Staff Writer

By Don Vrtis
Stati Wr««r

Laguna Lake could become
Laguna Meadow.
The city council wants to avoid
that happ>ening, so it is consider
ing proposals to keep the lake
healthy. That means first remov
ing a delta that regularly forms
where Perfumo Creek enters the
lake, said Public Works Director
Dave Romero.
He told the council the delta is
now a mound of dirt 3 to 5 feet

above the lake floor. It is covered
with dried reeds and brush as a
result of the drought.
The 1982 L aguna Lake
Management Plan calls for
removing the sediment at the
Prefumo Creek inlet every three
years to limit the amount of silt
that flows into the lake.
Romero said the inlet has not
been adequately maintained,
which has allowed the mound to
form. He said workers have al
ready hauled 6,000 cubic yards of
See CITY COUNCIL, page U

We are programmable creatures, and if we fail to
program ourselves then others will, a former CIA field
case officer said IViesday evening.
John Stockwell, now an outspoken critic of CIA
activities, told a large crowd in Chumash Auditorium
that this could lead to battlefield deaths in the Middle
East.
Stockwell smd the U.S. government has conditioned
the country to support the Persian Gulf and past wars.
“This conditioning begins by putting a smiley face on
violence,” he said.
Stockwell made the following points in his speech:
Sec STOCKWELL, page 9

Da Do Run Run Run...

Rrts & Entertainmont:

Women's frock wins 14 of 17
events in lost weekend's
m eet against UCSB.
The men's te a m also fa c e d the
Gauchos with different results...

Da Do Do Do
Da Dah Dah Dah
Sting has much more to say to you
on his new album Soul Cages.

Page 4
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John Stockwell
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Thursday's weather:
Mostly cloudy in d a
morning, partly clearing
by d a afternoon
' tv.;-''

Highs: 60s
Lows; 40s
n.w. winds 10-15 mph
2 ft. seas, 7 ft. n.w. swells
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Cal Poly needs
added parking

Poly disregards
environment

Where do I begin? I will
begin by stating my disgust in
Cal Poly Foundation’s policies.
They are an insult to the in
telligence of students. The
problem I am referring to
stems from the 20-ounce Cal
Poly mugs which Foundation
IS offering. One day I felt like
For those that haven’t made treating myself to a Julian’s
that trek, it could possibly be a coffee, and I did not want to
15 minute waste of time and spend $1.25 for a large 20ounce coffee, so I asked if I
energy for a student.
could have a 90-cent cup of
There needs to be action coffee instead. The sales per
taken to help students. Either son got irate and said, “Now if
a parking structure near the I do that for you I have to do it
business building. Health for everyone.” In other words,
Center or Vista Grande res no. Now listen, I go to college,
taurant, or some sort of tram and I know there would be no
way (bus) system to get stu difference between buying a
dents from the sheeps and cup of coffee and pouring it in
airplanes to class.
to my mug and having the cof
fee poured into my mug in the
Follow in the fxitsteps of first place. Buying a separate
San Luis Obispo and build cup of coffee would be
parking structures because the defeating my purpose for car
students really don’t have rying the mug as well as theirs
enough parking spots (the staff for selling it. I ask the Foun
do of course).
dation what is the difference?
Rebuttal for this would say The last straw occurred today.
there is adequate parking I took the time to read a
behind the Health Center and Foundation advertisement for
out near the library and sheep Cal Poly mugs that said that
units, but the fact is that fin by purchasing a mug you will
ding the spots takes 10 plus rid the campus of styrofoam. If
minutes (if you’re lucky) and that is the case, why wouldn’t
walking to class takes 10 plus the Foundation follow-up with
policies emphasizing their ge
minutes as well.
nuineness for the environment.
I^et’s help commuters by Try offering a discount for any
taking some action and build non-styrofoam cup/mug used
on campus. Even SLO Baked
ing something wc really need.
does that.
Kevyn Seggerm an
T.J. Freeman
B usiness
E ngineering

y

The past four years have not
changed the problem of park
ing on this campus. Students
keep trying to get something
done about it, but instead of a
worthwhile and needed parking
lot, we get six new buildings to
walk to from tlie airfield and
sheep unit parking lots.
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Drunk driving consumes
more lives than past wars
By Kelli Martin
Statistics compiled over the years, including
1990, have shown an annual decline in alcoholrelated accidents, injuries and arrests. Yet with
all the efforts being made across the nation by
law enforcement agencies and other organiza
tions, such as Mothers Against Drunk Drivers
(MADD) and Students Against Drunk Drivers
(SADD), too many people still do not take this
problem seriously.
Granted, these efforts have produced a steady
decline in these types of accidents, but alcohol
remains a factor in nearly half of all fatal car
crashes. Experts predict that one of every two
Americans will be involved in an alcohol-related
traffic accident within his or her lifetime. That
means either you or me.
Highway Patrol statistics show that alcoholrelated collisions kill almost 23,000 people every
year, or one American life lost every 22 minutes.
And even though society has heard these
statistics over and over again, drunk driving is
still the most frequently committed crime in the
nation today, tripling the total for all other
violent crimes.
With the nation faced with war in the Persian
Gulf, it is interesting to note that in one year,
more people are killed or injured in alcohol-re
lated crashes than were lost in combat during
the entire Vietnam War. One does not usually
compare drunk driving and war, but they both
are unfortunate and needless ways to lose pre
cious lives.
There is no safe way to drive after drinking.
Even one drink can make you an unsafe
driver. California Highway Patrol drink charts
show that two drinks consumed within two
hours by a person 149 pounds or less will likely
show a DUI blood alcohol concentration (BAG) of
.08 percent. This will definitely be the case after
three drinks. For heavier people, about four
drinks will result in DUI, and even fewer drinks
can make a person an unsafe driver if that per
son has larger or stronger drinks, drinks on an
empty stomach, is tired, sick, upset or has taken
medicines or drugs.
Drinking and driving is a problem in all age
groups. Yet college-age people generate the

majority of alcohol-related accidents. Here in
this county, we the students, the future leaders
of this great nation, constitute 70 percent of the
first-time offenders program at the San Luis
Obispo Alcohol Services,
With the amount of education we receive, you
would think we would put it to use and act
smarter than that.
But it can happen to anyone, from the very
obvious “falling down drunk” to the couple who
split a bottle of wine at dinner.
Drinking and driving laws are getting
tougher each year with penalties and punish
ments more severe than ever. California High
way Patrol Officer Frank Strieker approximated
the overall cost of a first-time offense at around
$5,000, including fines, court costs, etc. A jail
sentence also will be imposed of anywhere from
96 hours to one year, and California now re
quires 48 of those hours to be consecutive. Also,
a new law this year automatically takes a per
son’s driver’s license away for at least four
months if a .08 BAC registers at the time of test
ing, regardless of what happens in court later.
But this hardly compares to the price a per
son will pay mentally and physically. I know. A
close friend of mine was in a car accident one
night after drinking too much. I had been with
her before the accident. She did live, but I will
always feel responsible for not preventing her
from driving. Always.
It terrifies and shames me to think of how my
friends and I acted in the past. I never really
worried about driving my car after having a few
drinks. But even those few drinks made me a
unsafe driver, and climbing behind the wheel of
a motor vehicle gave sweet little ol’ me a poten
tially fatal capability.
And the accident I could have been in may
have involved your mother, your father, your
sibling, your relative, your best friend------or
you.
It is time to take action.
Martin is a Journaliam senior. This is her first
quarter reporting for Mustang Daily.
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Chilean plane crashes Inflation jumps nearly Reagan seeks burial
into freezing channel half a point in January on presidential library
SANTIAGO, Chile (AP) — A Chilean airliner with 72 people aboard, mostly U.S.
tourists, crashed into a freezing channel
Wednesday after taking off from an island in
southern Chile, the airline said. Authorities
said 18 people were missing.
The other 54 people aboard the Britishmade BAE-146 airplane were rescued after
the early-aftemoon crash, radio reports said.
Fourteen of those rescued were iryured, the
reports said, quoting Chilean air force offi
cials.
The plane crashed shortly after takeoff
from a landing strip in Puerto Williams, on
Navarino Island, 960 miles south of San
tiago, said an official from the Chilean air
line LAN who asked not to be named.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The government
reported Wednesday that consumer prices
jumped 0.4 percent in January, but analysts
dismissed the sharp increase as a passing
circumstance Brought on, in part, by
weather-caused food shortages and new
federal taxes on alcohol and tobacco.
A potentially more worrisome note, mean
while, was sounded by Federal Reserve
Chairman Alan Greenspan, who told Con
gress an extended Persian Gulf war and per
sistent problems with the nation’s banking
system could prolong the recession.
“It would be most unwise to rule out the
possibility that the recession may become
more serious than already is apparent,”
Greenspan said in his semiannual report on
monetary policy.

Albanian president to
head new government Drinking rate among
pregnant women falls
VIENNA, Austria (AP) — The president
of Communist Albania, responding to un
precedented protests that toppled monu
ments to Stalinist founder Enver Hoxha,
said Wednesday he would take direct control
of a new government.
“I have decided to take into my hands the
government and create a new government
and a new presidential council,” President
Ramiz Alia said in an announcement broad
cast nationwide on state television.
He said the country was “at a critical
point,” and appealed for the cooperation of
opposition parties. “We must all of us work to
get out of this situation,” he added.
The change was “n e c e s sa ry for p>eace and
democracy,” Alia said.

CHICAGO (AP) — The drinking rate
among pregnant women has declined overall,
but not significantly for mothers-to-be who
are young, less educated or who smoke,
researchers say.
Interviews with 1,712 pregnant women in
21 states showed that overall, alcohol con
sumption fell from 32 percent to 20 percent
between 1985 and 1988, according to a
report in today’s Journal of the American
Medical Association.
“Of all subgroups, only three did not show
a statistically significant decline in alcohol
use during pregnancy: those aged 18 to 24
years, those with a high school education or
less, and those who smoked,” the report said.

SIMI VALLEY, Calif. (AP) — Former
President Ronald Reagan will ask local offi
cials for permission to be buried on the
grounds of his $40 million presidential
library, a Reagan aide said Wednesday.
The graves of Herbert Hoover, Harry
Truman and Dwight Eisenhower are located
at their presidential libraries and the
Reagan request will afford him the option to
be buried at the Ventura County shrine to
his presidency.
“It is something under consideration. It is
very preliminary. This is an option the
Reagans want to consider,” said Reagan
spokesman Bill Garber.

Board lets 10-year-old
stay in Butte College
OROVILLE, Calif. (AP) — A 10-year-old
math whiz can remain in college, says a
county board of education that overturned a
ruling by local school officials.
“I like to learn. I feel very happy,” Peter
Chang said Tuesday after the Butte County
Board of Education decided he could con
tinue his studies at Butte College.
The youth, at his father’s urging, has at
tended the college for 18 months, earning
mostly A’s in calculus and other advanced
courses.
But last month, officials from Chang’s
school district in Chico revoked permission
for him to attend the two-year school, saying
they wondered whether he would be able to
develop into a well-rounded student if he
spent his young days in college.
John Chang, the youth’s frther, appealed
the decision to the county board of education.

Trip to N ew York
reveals recipe for
spicy Indian rice
By BOl M oughan
Special to the Daily

Hisakata and I bought an
old Dodge van from out in the
suburbs of Boston. We had
both lost our jobs and the wet
New England summer was
coming down. We were deter
mined to leave, but the van
was overheating. As I parked
under our apartment a great
cloud of steam rushed from
the front of the car.
Hisa carried down our
stuff while I took the thermo
stat of the car and replaced a
blown hose. I just finished
tightening down the thermo
stat housing when I heard
Hisa playing his saxophone
out on the fire escape of our
empty apartment.
Sirens from the hospital
ambulances pulled in and out
of emergency exit around the
corner. Cambridge street traf
fic surged and stopped to the
color of the traffic lights. And
Hisa, above it all, doing some
crazy Coltrane thing on his
See FOOD, page 4
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Women’s track qualifies 9 for nationals
Ry Jam ie K erhiikar
Staff Writer

The Cal Poly women’s track
team proved to be tough com
petitors against UCSB last
Saturday, winning 14 of the 17
events and qualifying nine ath
letes for the Division II nation
al championships.
Poly athletes shone with
first- through fifth-place
sweeps in both the 5,000
meters and the 400 meters.
Jill Hoffman led four other

Poly qualifiers in the 5,000
meters winning the race in
17:33.68. Also qualifying in the
race were Tracy Leichter, Syd
ney Thatcher, Chris Hamilton
and Tbni Hartlaub.
The other 1-5 sweep in the
400 meters was led by Kristin
Burnett with a time of 58.9,
with four other Mustangs fol
lowing.
In the 1,500 meters. Mus
tang Melanie Hiatt won with a
national qualifying time of
4:39.65. Vicki Peterson and

qualifying time of 9:44.2.
Other top performances
were from Shanin Miller who
qualified in the 400 meter
hurdles; Julie Tingle who won
the long jump, the 100 meter
high hurdles, and placed
second in the 100 meters; and
Kim Shepard who won the 100
and 200 meters.
The Mustangs will split next
week with runners competing
in the L.A. Times Indoor Meet
and others in Berkeley for the
Bay Area Relays.

Kelly Flathers followed with
seco n d - and th ir d -p la c e
finishes. Hiatt placed first in
the 800 meters.
In the javelin, the Mustangs
garnered the first three places.
Melissa White automatically
qualified for nationals with her
throw of 148-2.
White placed second in the
discus and won the shot put.
Kristina Hand outran her
competition the 3,000 meters,
finishing way ahead of other
competitors with a national

Men’s track falls to Gauchos in disappointing meet
By Jamie Kerhiikar
StaH Writer

The Cal Poly men’s track
team suffered a disappointing
loss to UCSB last Saturday
when they hosted their Divi
sion II rivals.
The Gauchos jumped in front
of the Mustangs after the first
event and continued to lead

throughout the meet, winning
with a score of 112 to 95.
The Mustangs managed to
win seven events, qualifying
two competitors for the Divi
sion II national champion
ships.
In the pole vault, one of Cal
Poly’s stronger events, Tony
Castiglioni automatically qual
ified with his winning jump of

relay team.
Other bright spots of the
meet included the 1-2-4 finish
in the 5,000 meters; Matt
Hempel won the race and was
followed by John Fedoroff and
Mike Parrott.
Cal Poly will travel to
Berkeley on Saturday to face
the Bears and Stanford in a
triangular meet.

16-8y<.
A ndy Z oldak led th e
Mustangs in a 1-2-3 finish in
the 1,500 meters. Teammates
Tyler Robbins and Dan
Berkeland finished second and
third, respectively.
JefT Yale worked hard in the
sprint events, winning the 100
and 200 meters as well as par
ticipating in the winning mile
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If either of these
m akes your pulse race,
talk to us.

Having to get a real job
isn’t so bad.
Not hen there’s a place where* the
people ^et as piimpe’d up about technoloii> as you do.
A place IVhen* you work on real stuff
rii»ht away. And red tape and bureaucracy
are kept away.
Of course, there is a catch. We only want
software and hardware* prof(*ssionals who like
to U* on the leaelin^i t*d^e of hl^h technoloiiy.
That’s because* our business is help\nfi other hi^h tech companies de*vclop

Corporate Headquarters: Boston. MA

and produce tornoirow’s
products.
We’re involv(‘d in electronic design
automation, automatic test equipment,
telecommunications test, and custom
connections. All four of our businesvses
are market leaders.
Our work environment is, well, colle^iale. And amon^i othe r fy'eat be'nefits,
we offer an educational assistance plan
with 100% reimburse*ment—up freint.
So talk to us. Or settle for a job that
may turn out te> be* just work.

Major Locations: Nashua, NH • Deerfield, IL • Agoura Hills. CA • Santa Clara, CA • Tokyo • United Kingdom
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From page 3
silver horn.
We were going to New Or
leans.
Hisa had an old yearbook
from an East Coast prep school
that he attended. It listed ad
dresses of 100 long-lost friends
and we were going to visit every
one of them between Boston and
New Orleans. I had the addres
ses of my once-met relatives and
the number of a friend in New
York City.
After a late lunch, we began
our journey south. The van was
under control, and traffic went
our way.
We pulled into New York
around 9 p.m. I found my
buddy’s hou.» easily. He was
home playing cards with one of
his international-banker friends.
They had plans for Indiem food,
so we all piled into a taxi and
headed for Little India.
There is a street in New York
City that is lined with Indian
boutiques and restaursmts. The
choice is incredible. My friend
knew a good place that had live
music, and we were lucky
enough to get a floor seat by the
music. The table and sitra played
a soft Indlsm rhythm while we
lay on the floor picking our vin
daloos and currys.
We had a feast. Two of the
party passed out from sheer glut
tony. I was one. I woke up with a
glass of hot-spiced milk in my
hand. Someone was trying to
make me drink. I heard some
thing about a club in the Villsige
and good jazz — a young guy
who bled into his horn and no
cover.
We were in a taxi smd heading
out again. The spiced milk had
brought me around EigEun, and I
told a story about a woman, a
boat and a party. Even the cab
bie laughed.
The club w e e s a dark little cel
lar with room for 30. We found a
tfible up close and didn’t say a
word. The man leaned into his
horn and played. I laughed. I
dnmk. I spoke in tongues. It was
beautiful.
Here’s an Indian rice recipe.
Kesar Pilau
- 1 Tbl. vegetable oil
- 6 C£u*damon pods
- 4 whole cloves
- 1 small stick of cinnamon
- 11/4 cups lemon juice
- 1 nt>l. sugar
- 2 cups hot water
- 1/4 tsp. saffron strands
- 2 Thl. very hot water
Heat the oil in a saucepan.
Pry the pods, cloves and cin
namon for three minutes.
Add the rice and stir for 4-5
minutes over low heat
Add the 2 cups hot water,
lemon juice, sugar and salt.
Bring to a boil. Cover and
reduce heat to low. Cook for 10
minutes.
While the rice is cooking, soak
the saffron in 2 This, of veiy hot
water for 5 minutes.
After the rice has cooked for
10 minutes, pour the water from
the saffron over the ingredients.
Don’t stir.
Re-cover Euid cook for 10
minutes longer.
Uncover and stir the rice.
Remove the whole spices (cin
namon, cloves and pods).
Fluff up the rice and serve.
The rice goes well with curry
chicken.

Photographs capture
Hollywood stars in
‘Light Years’ exhibit
By David Bock
staff Writer

Jack Nicholson Is one of many celebrities captured on film by photographer Douglas Kirkland.

Jack Nicholson, Dustin Hoff
man, Sigourney Weaver and
Sting all have something in
common and it’s not just star
dom.
It’s Douglas Kirkland.
Throughout his 30-year career
as a photojoumalist, Kirkland
has photographed some of the
entertainment world’s most cap
t iv a tin g p e r s o n a litie s for
m agazines like Look, Life,
Premiere and Max.
“Light Years,” a diverse ex
hibition of some of Kirkland’s
most fam ous celeb rity
photographs, began Tuesday at
the University Art Gallery in Cal
Poly’s Dexter building and will
continue through March 10.
Kirkland’s work is set apart
from that of other celebrity
photographers by his ability to
get especially candid pictures of
his subjects, said photography
professor Mark Kauffman, a
long-time friend of Kirkland.
“He gets pictures like Judy
Garland crying, something more
out of piH)ple than what you
would expect of a quote ‘glam
our’ photographer,” Kauffman
said. “He always digs for some
thing underneath the skin. And
people like him, so they give him
more — he knows how to handle
people and to put them at ease.
That’s why he gets such g(X)d
pictures of them.”
Kirkland siud he is not exactly
sure why he is able to get the
shots he does but admits that
maintaining a constant focus on
the subject is crucial.
“When I’m with somebody, I
don’t see left or right as a rule, I
only see them. I’m interested in
them,” Kirkland said. “I don’t
want to be distracted by other
events or elements. The person in

front of the camera is to me of
enormous importance, and that’s
how 1 treat it.”
Kirkland said his big break in
the business occurred in 1961
with his shots of Elizabeth
Taylor for the cover of now
def^unctLt)ok magazine.
Taylor, who had not been
photographed for several years
because of an illness, was
phoU^aphed by Kirkland in Las
Vegas where he had accompanied
a Li)ok writer.
“I asked her a very straight
forward question: ‘Do you know
what it would mean to me if you
allowed me to photograph you?’
She thought about it for a mo
ment and then agreed. That real
ly got my career going.”
Since then, Kirkland has gone
on to photograph most of the
major celebrities of this century,
including John Lennon, Charlie
Chaplin, Andy Warhol, Lucille
B all, B rigitte Bardot and
Michael Jackson. The star he is
asked about most often, though,
is Marilyn Monroe.
“I found her to be many dif
ferent people at different times,”
he said. “I worked with her on
three diffeient occasions, and it
was like I was never with the
same person.”
Kirkland said the first time he
met her she was just an ordinary,
yet pretty girl who was very
friendly. He said he rememlx'red
wondering why there was so
much public fascination about
her.
“The next time she came out to
the studio she had all the luster
and sexuality that Marilyn
Monroe the movie star was
known for. She was completely
different.”
The last time he worked with
her was about a year before her
death, when Monroe came by to
See EXHIBIT, page 8

‘Stay Tuned’ for Poly business student’s new movie
Meredith Rehrman
statt Wrtor

In the dark comer of the theater sat a
young man. Munching away on his but
ter-flavored popcorn and Milk Duds and
sipping his Coke, he watched the large
screen unfold the action-packed story.
He enjoyed every minute of it.
When the movie ended and the final
credits were shown, business senior
David de Vos sat back and smiled with
satisfaction. His movie made it.
"Stay Tuned” probably won’t be
nominated for any Academy Awards,
but for de Vos, it’s a first step on the
path to film-making success.
“It was more like a huge step of faith
going into it,” said de Vos. "I really
didn’t know just how much work it
would take to create the film.”
'The film is about two guys who
discover a television set that sees 24
hours into the future and what happens

when they use it for their own selfish
gain.
The initial process began when de Vos
and friend Jake Garvey presented their
ideas to the Cal Poly Film Club, which
they formed last quarter. The result was
a 36-page script to be produced and to be
entered in the California State Universi
ty Annual Film and Video Festival.
“The contest was coming up, and Jake
and I wanted to come up with a project
that would represent Cal Poly,” said de
Vos. “We went to town on it. After I
presented the ideas, I began the audi
tions for six lead parts.”
De Vos had originally written a 120page feature script of “Stay Tuned” in
hopes of getting some coverage from
Hollywood studios but decided to go
with the contest instead. In hopes of
finding out the tricks of the trade for
future use, de Vos tried to contact
fonner Cal Poly student Jim Kouf,
director of the movie “Stakeout.”

“The third time I wrote to him, he
responded with a personal letter detail
ing what he had done. It took a lot of
persistence on my part. He told me if I
wanted to direct, I should go to film
school; if I wanted to write films, I
should do a lot of reading and writing
and study English and history. Most
importantly, I should watch movies.”
Watching and studying movies was no
problem for de Vos. Before learning any
thing about camera angles, scripts and
lighting, he worked as a cashier for four
years at Festival Cinemas in Arroyo
Grande, where he spent hours pouring
over the works of famed Hollywood
directors.
“It was a great job, and I liked wat
ching the movies, which I got to see for
free,” he said. “I just got hooked. I used
to go in on a Saturday and sit and watch
four films in a row. I’d watch one, run
out for something to eat, go back in and
watch another one, forgetting about the

one I had just seen. It was a real love for
me.
“After four years I started getting an
idea of how the films were made and
became very interested in the whole pro
cess.”
De Vos was also inspired by the work
he did on a locally-filmed movie called
“Midnight Ride.” It was then, working
as an assistant set decorator, that he got
his first real behind-the-scenes view of
film-making.
“I was really into the movie because I
was able to learn the ropes,” he said.
“For the most part, I was just able to
hang out and observe, but I still felt like
I belonged and that I was a part of it.”
“From that time on, after I got the job
on the set, that was it. The director had
so much creativity and I said, This is
what I want to do.’ ”
De Vos hopes that someday he’ll be in
the same position (the director’s chair).
See STAY TUNED, page 6
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Alpha Phi Alpha steps out
for Black History Month
Blaine McFadden, an in
dustrial technology senior and
Alpha Phi Alpha vice president,
Don’t call it dancing.
characterized stepping by its
“It’s almost like a dance, but syn ch ro n iza tio n , p attern ed
it’s not necessarily dancing. It’s moves and pronounced style.
stepping,” said Justin Smith.
In addition to the “steps,”
In conjunction with Black His
McFadden
said the presentation
tory Month, Smith and other
members of Alpha Phi Alpha will also incorporate informa
fraternity today will present a tional segments on three or four
“step” show at 11 a.m. in the important people in AfricanAmerican history.
University Union plaza.
Alter a short introduction on
O riginating from African
the
person is given, McFadden
tribal celebrations, stepping fol
lows an energetic, choreographed said the p>erfbrmers will do a
rhythmic routine driven by the routine representation of that in
participants’ stomps, claps, slaps dividual’s life. For example, he
and chants.
said, a step for a writer might be
S m ith , an a r c h ite c tu r e smooth and poetic, while a step
sophomore and Alpha Phi Alpha for a musician could be ex
president, described the routine uberant andjazzy.
as “a performance of different
“We wanted to put something
coordinated steps that are not on that was a little bit different,”
necessarily to music,” incorporat McFadden said. “I haven’t ever
ing “rhythmic moves and chants seen it done before.”
and things like that.”
McFadden wanted people to
Although he said stepping is a
be
open to the show and to the
traditional activity for black
principles
of Black History
fraternities, Smith said the his
Month.
“I
hope
they’re able to
tory of the style has deeper roots.
just
acknowledge
that his month
“I think the whole idea — the
is
a
commemoration
of all those
concept — goes as far back as
things
that
black
Americans
our tribal ancestors, our African
have
struggled
for.”
ancestors,” Smith said. “Some of
the steps are passed down and
He said he hoped the
rhythm/history format would
some are made up.”
Today, he said, stepping sym help people to understand the
bolizes the style of a certain ideas better. “Sometimes the best
fraternity, although organiza way for people to remember
tions do trade specific moves. things is by associating them
“Different brothers from dif with something,” McFadden said.
Smith expressed similar feel
ferent chapters share different
ings. “We want to put on a
steps,” Smith said.
By Joe Tarica

Staff Writer

program to incorporate some his
torical facts,” he said, “something
that would catch the crowd.”
In addition. Smith said he
hoped the show would give the
audience a different porspective
of fraternities, especially ethnic
ones such as Alpha Phi Alpha.
“Historically, black frater
nities do things a little bit dif
ferently,” he said, hoping the
performance would demonstrate
that.

Last year's Black History Month’s step show featured Omega PsI Phi frater
nity members. This year's show wiii feature Aipha Phi Alpha.

FILE PHOTOS

STAY TUNED
From page 5
as his idols, Steven Spielberg (“Close En
counters of the Third Kind,” “Raiders of
the Lost Ark”), Robert Zemeckis (“Back
to the Future,” “Who Framed Roger
Rabbit”) and Ron Howard (“Splash,”
“Parenthood”). They are the directors of
what de Vos calls “feel-good movies.”
“I want to make movies I enjoy wat
ching,” he said. “I want to get into
science-fiction, comedy, fantasy, adven
ture — the whole gammit. I want to affect
those p>eople who come to watch the
movies. I don’t want the junk — the p>ower
trip or the bright lights of Hollywood, I
just want to entertain.”

I

De Vos said that in order to be suc
cessful in the small, “everybody-knowseverybody” business, a lot of support and
encouragement is needed.
“If I get to the top, itll be because of
three things: God got me there, I worked
really hard along the way and my wife
Stephanie supported me. They say it’s a
lot of luck, but you make it happen. It
takes a lot of hard work, time and
energy.”
Those traits were especially important
on the set of “Stay Tuned.” The movie
could not have happened without the
communication, cooperation and com
mitment of everyone involved, he said.

“It was definitely a group effort.”
Business administration senior Vince
Battaglia found out about the movie from
fliers around campus. Not expecting a
part, he ended up being associate producer
and starred as a lead character in the
movie.
“San Luis Obispo is a great place to film
because of the diversity of people and the
range of locations. Usually big Hollywood
moguls come into town and film movies,
but it was fantastic that David took the
initiative and started the project.”
“There were some long days, but it all
worked out in the end. It was a great ex
perience, and it will be very rewarding and

fulfilling once I see it on the big screen.”
De Vos said the cast sometimes worked
as many as 17 hours in one day, and time
in the editing room consumed as many as
60 hours for the whole film. Despite the
long hours, there were no major problems
on the set.
“This was the best experience I’ve had
since I’ve been at Cal Poly,” de Vos said.
“The whole thing was absolutely fan
tastic.”
The movie is scheduled to be shown to
the public Friday and Saturday, March 8
and 9 in Chumaish Auditorium. Admission
will be $2.50 and proceeds will go to the
Film Club.

AMY GRANT
A HEART IN MOTION

L K jin ß ia
Try Coffee and

Kringla
ovoilabl« al

COMING March 5th to the Parable

Julian's

Live In Style!'

PRE-RELEASE OFFER

College Garden
Apartments

6.98

^
Super-Large
^ l& 2B edroom
^ Bungalow
^
»Privtle Patio
•Enclosed Garag^Wilh Storage
•Brand New CarpeL Floors. Drapes
•Friendly, Peaceful Environment

or $9.98 C/D*

with purchase of any tape or C/D at $9.98 or better

673 Higuera
DOWNTOWN SLO
543-6146
OPEN 9:30-6 DAILY. THUR. TILL 9:00. SAT. TILL 5:30

Í

Special Discount
for (Z!al Poly Students
Call Us At 544-3925
Eckert invesunents
' 284 N. Chorro S. Apt. #6
Luis Obispo, CA 93405
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CONCERTS
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• Ticketron
— San Luis Obispo, Gottschalk’s, Central Coast Plaza
(walk-in service)
— Bay Area, (415) 392-7469
• Bass / Ticketmaster
— Bay Area, (415) 762-2277
— Los Angeles, (213) 480-3232
— Santa Maria, (805) 583-8700
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□ The original jazz of Inner
Faces will be played at the Ear
thling Bookshop from 8 to 10
p.m. Free admission.
□ J ill Knight will play at
Brubeck’s at 9 p.m,

ventura area
□ Bob M arley Day w/Aswad, 2/21,
Arlington Theatre, Santa Barbara
□ Hot T una, 3/2, Ventura Theatre
□ B.B. King, 3A3, Ventura
Theatre
□ Zapp/Mellow Man Ace, 3/9,
Ventura Theatre

bay area
□ G rateful D ead, 2/21, Oakland
Coliseum Arena
□ M ary's D anish, 2/20, Slim’s
□ L inda R onstadt, 2/22-24, Circle
Star
□ Scorpions, 2/27,28, Oakland Col
iseum
□ J e r r y G arcia B and, 2/28, 3/1,2,
Warfield
□ Sandi P a tti, 3/7, HJ Kaiser
Arena (Oakland)
□ Hot Tuna, 3/8,9, Warfield
□ David Sanborn, 3/8, Circle Star
□ Red Skelton, 3/9,10, Circle Star
□ Living Colour, 3/14, Event
Center (San Jose State)
□ Iro n M aiden, S/i 4, Cow Palace
□ B.B. King, 3A 5,16, Circle Star
□ C octeau Tw ins, 3A 9,20 Warfield
□ D aryl Hall, J o h n Oates, 3/22,
Paramount Theatre (Oakland)
□ The R obert C ray Band, 3/22,
Warfield
□ Louie A nderson, 3/22, Circle
Star
□ R onnie M ilsap, 3/24, Circle Star
□ D aryl Hall, J o h n O ates, 3/25,
Wiltem Theatre
□ P et Shop Boys, 3/27, Warfield
□ Tanya T ic k e r, 3/31, Circle Star
□ INXS, 4/2, Oakland Coliseum
□ P a tti LaBelie, 4A9,20, Circle
Star
□ M ichael W. Sm ith, 5/5, Concord
Pavillion

los angeles aren
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□ K eith Sw eat/B el Biv Devoe/
J o h n n y G ill, 2/22-24, G reat
Western Forum
□ C hris Isaak, 2/22, Wiltem
Theatre
□ M ary’s D anish, 3/2, UC Irvine
□ P arad ise, 3/2, Roxy Theatre
□ Scorpions, 319, Irvine Meadows
□ B.B. King, 3/14, Celebrity
Theatre
□ C octeau Tw ins, 3/18, UC Irvine
□ Living Coloxir, 3/22, Universal
Ampitheatre
□ Todd R undgren, 3/28, Wiltem
Theatre
□ P et Shop Boys, 3/29, Universal
Ampitheatre
□ T he W inans, 3/30, Wiltem
Theatre
□ K enny R ogers, 4/14, Universal
Ampitheatre
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□ Topeka will play at SLO
Brewing Co. at 9:30 p.m. for a $1
cover charge.
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□ The local band Buck Wild will
be playing another energetic set
at (3rest Pizza tonight.
□ Spencer the Gardner will play
rock ’n’ roll at DK’s West Indies
Bar at 9 p.m.
□ Mahem will play at Sebas
tian’s at 9:30 p.m.

JON ROGERS/Must«ng Daily

Some of the Cal Poly Polyphonies choir members practice for their Saturday evening concert at Mt. Carmel Lutheran
Church. Other choirs performing are Men’s Chorus, Women's Chorus and two barbershop quartets.

friday, feb. 22
□ Rob K im ball will play
buegrass and folk at the Earthl
ing Bookshop from 8 to 10 p.m.
Free admission.
□ Bad Sushi will play at SLO
Brewing Co. at 9:30 p.m. for a $2
cover charge,
□ Forecast will play at Sebas
tian’s at 10 p.m.

Saturday, feb. 23
□ Three Cal Poly choirs will
present their home concert at 8
p.m. The performance will in
clude the Cal Poly Women’s
Chorus, Men’s Chorus and Poly
phonies and two barbershop
quartets. The concert will be held
in the sanctuary of Mt. Carmel
Lutheran Church in San Luis
Obispo. The groups just returned
from a four-day tour of Southern
California and T<as Vegas. Con
ducted by Thomas Davies, the
choirs will be singing music that
includes Renaissance madrigals,
German part-songs, sacred
motets and vocal jazz. Tickets
for $5.50 (general admission) and
$3.50 (students and senior citi
zens) are available at 756-1421 or
756-1548.
□ John Beccia will sing and play
the guitar for children’s hour at
10:30 a.m. at the Earthling
Bookshop. Refreshments will
follow.
□ Out o f Hand will play at
Brubeck’s at 9 p.m.
□ Terry Sanville will bring his
electric blend of blues and jazz to
the Earthling Bookshop from 8

to 10 p.m.

Sunday, feb. 24

i t i o n on t h e w o r k s o f
photographer Douglas Kirkland.
Kirkland’s photographs have
appeared in L(X)k, Life and
Playboy magazine. The exhibit
runs through March 10. The Art
Gallery is located in Dexter
Building and is open daily from
11 a.m, to 4 p.m,, and Tuesday
and Wednesday evening from 7
to 9 p.m,

□ The comedy troupe Flip Side
will perform at Brubeck’s from
7:30 to 9:30 p.m.

□ The University Union Galerie
i s s h o w i n g a s e r i e s of
photographs by Norman Lerner.

□ Forecast will play at Sebas
tian’s at 10 p.m.
□ Miss Alans will play at 9:30
p.m. at SLO Brewing Co. for a $2
cover charge.

ntonday, febi 25
□ “The Little Theatre o f Jean
Renoir” will show in Chumash
Auditorium in the U.U. at 7:30
p.m. This French film, directed
by Jean Renoir, is comprised of
three stories, e.ich introduced by
the director himself and infused
with the warmth that is his
trademark. The film is in French
with English subtitles. Tickets at
the door are $4 for the public and
$3 for students and senior citi
zens.

The Galerie’s hours are Tuesdays
and Wednesdays, 10 a.m. to 5
p.m.; Thursdays, 10 a.m. to 8
p.m.; Fridays, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and Saturday and Sunday, n(x)n
to 4 p.m. The exhibit is open un
til March 17,
□ The m usical Baby will be
showing at the PC PA Theaterfest in Santa Maria, from
Feb. 27 until March 17. The
musical focuses on three happy,
comfortable couples who are
S e e CALENDAR, p a g e 8

COMEDY
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

$22.00
WITH THIS AD
in c lu d e s DM V c e rtific a te

(80S) 527-9130
FACTS ABOUT YOUR PEERS

ongoing.
□ The Great American Melo
drama & Vaudeville is presenting
Neil Simon’s “Fools,” through
March 10 in Oceano. An idyllic
Russian town has been under a
curse for 200 years that makes
all the people stupid. A school
teacher hired to lift the curse has
24 hours or he joo falls victim.
For tickets, call the box office at
489-2499.

FACT: Over 55 California students managed their own business last
summer
FACT: Their average earnings for the summer of 1990 were $10,700
FACT: They continued to prove a decade tong track record in business
FACT: These students all managed with Student Painters and gained
valuable management expertise.
FACT: Most territories witi be filled by November
Management hiring now taking place for the summer of 1991

Call Student Painters at 1•800-426*6441

□ The U niversity Art Gallery
opened Feb. 19 with an exhibGENERAL MOTORS
V O I.U N TE H P S P IP IT AWAPU

ingssociatioñ with

Cal Poly Student Life and Activities Department

Fast Copies

$1.50/page
756-5802
Ó
m

S t u d e n t

Volunteers!

S u b m it Y our A p p lic a tio n s
fo r t h e GM V o lu n te e r
S p ir it A w ard !
Deadline f o r applications is :

with our

New Self Serve Copiers

Monday, February 2 5, 1991

with Auto - Feeders
M $1.65/page
Zk
Bond

Attention

A pplications available a t :
U niversity Union, Room 2 1 7
(805) 7 5 6 - 2 4 7 6

Excellent Copy Quality

250/page

C H I V R O U T - P O N T IA C - O L D S M O B IH
B U IC K -C A D IL L A C -O M C T R U C K
GMAC

O P /E S

MAC

Garwral Motors "shar.ng your futurs'
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Sting frees ‘caged souls’
I

By (ir a n t A. Landy
Staff Writer

Weeks ago, I saw Sting rock
“The Arsenio Hall Show” with
his stylistic rendition of Jimi
Hendrix’s “Purple Haze.”
After the song, Arsenio asked
him what he thought of the new
album The Soul Cages.
“Well, I don’t know,” Sting
said modestly. “People seem to
either like it or hate it.”
What is there to
like about an abstract
eight-sided disk cover
and about music pack
ed with melodies that
will only put you as
leep?
Everything.
But I warn you. If
you’re hoping for an
updated Dream o f the
Blue Turtles or Noth
iTig Like the Sun, then you will
be disap/jo/niecL
Soul Cages is everything like
his old stuff but nothing like it
at all. It is U2’s Joshua Tree,
which was nothing like October
or The Unforgettable Fire, yet
distinctly U2.
Soul Cages is only on a
higher, richer level.
And it is distinctly Sting.
Painted pictures of seas and

ships. Creative images. Freedom
to make up your own mind on
what the hell he’s talking about.
Much of the strong rhythm of
“Be Still My Beating Heart” and
“We’ll Be Together” is gone,
replaced by more strings and
more Branford Marsalis on sax.
But its just as creative.
Cleaily, Sting has done some
soul-searching in Soul Cages.
“I’m Mad About You” and “Why
Should I Cry For You”
l(X)k away from and
then back to a man
seemingly torn, but
not torn at all. There
is always a calm in
this album, and Sting,
who takes us on many
journeys — “The Is
land of Souls” and
“The Soul Cages” —
manages to return us
to balance.
For ma n y S t i n g f ans ,
however, the balance may sway
a bit to the mellow side. There is
no “Next To You” flavor on the
album. The most up-tempo song'
is “All This Time,” and it falls
way short of nostalgic Sting.
But Soul Cages is mystical
and mysterious and its melodies
unique. It is a worthy transition
to another level of music.
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look through her pictures,
Kirkland said. He said that she
was somewhat sad but that
selecting the shots seemed to
cheer her up a bit.
The role of photojournalism
has changed a lot since he first
got into the business, Kirkland
said. When he began, he said,
photographers were generally
given more time for assignments
than they are now.
He said that in the past, he
might have gotten two weeks to
complete a shoot that for which
now he would get only a day.
That has led to a de-emphasis for
candid pictures taken in natural,
real-life situations and a greater
demand for staged studio shots,
he said.
Also different is the purpose of
the photographs. Kirkland said
that when he began, a series of
pictures was often used as the
sole means by which to tell a
story. That is much more rare
now, he said.
“The statem ent is made
through a single picture or a
limited number of pictures,
essentially to dress up and ap
pear with the text,” Kirkland
said. “Pictures are not as often
used as another way of speaking
like they were in the early days
of photojournalism.”
Kirkland was bom in Toronto,
Canada and developed an inter

est in photography early
childh(X)d.

in his

By his 23rd birthday, he was
working in New York as an
nssistont to reknowned Vogue
photographer Irving Penn.
Shortly afterwards, he began
worked on his first assignments
for Look and later for Life
magazine.
Today Kirkland lives in Los
Angeles, from where he travels
world-wide for such publications
as Newsweek, Town [ Country,
Paris Match, Omni and others in
addition to various commercial
clients.
Exhibits of his work are cur
rently being shown in China and
Germany.
Kirkland will deliver a lecture
on the craft of photojournalism
on Feb. 25 at 6 p.m. in room B-05
of the Science building (’52). An
artist’s reception will follow in
the University Art Gallery.
The exhibit is sponsored in
part by Cal Poly Arts, the
California State Lottery and
Eastman-Kodak.
□ The University A rt Gallery is
located in the Dexter building.
"Light Years” is on exhibit daily
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Tues
day and Wednesday evening from
7 to 9 p.m. Tickets are free. For
more information, call 756-1571.

From page 7
right to chose one another. Baby
is about their relationships and
how the prospect of having a
baby effects them. Performances
are on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday at 8 p.m. and matinees
are held at 2 p.m. on Wednesday,
Saturday and Sunday. Tickets
range from $8 to $16. For info,
call 922-8313.
□ Signed lithographs o f John
l^ennon, from an exhibit called
“A Show of Peace & Love,” are
on exhibit this week at the Vault
Gal l ery in Cambria. The
lithographs, from the “Bag One”
portfolio, were exhibited in Lon
don in 1970 and are now per
manently on exhibit at the
Museum of Modem Art in New
York. The lithographs will be on
sale for $600 to $5,000. The
Vault Gallery is open
from 4 to 9 p.m. and is located on
2289 Main St. in Cambria.
Reminder; Tickets for the Cal
Poly production of “Fiddler on
the Boor are selling fast. The
musical runs on Feb. 28 through
March 2. Tickets are on sale at
the Cal Poly Theatre Ticket Of
fice between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.
on weekdays. Tickets are $8.50
for the public and $7.50 for Cal
Poly students and senior citi
zens. Reservations can be made
by calling 756-1421.

BLACK & WHITE FILM
PROCESSED FAST!
We can print your B&W film overnight - in by 6
p.m., out by 11 a.m.! Come in and check out
our full line of B&W services at-

Laguna Village Shopping Center
Los Osos Valley Rd. at Madonna Rd.

543-6491

$ 1.25
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You want speed? You got it.
You want cheap? You got it.
Where to get it? Only at
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NOW

You Save T o o !
All Regular Paperbacks ^ ^ ^
and Hardbacks in stock
All New York Times ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Hardback Best sellers

10% off
35% off
E v e r y t h in g a R e a d e r

850 Foothill Blvd.
University Square
541-COPY

Looking for...
•Summer Jobs
•Internships
•Co-ops
•Volunteer
Opportunities
•Career Positions

Look at.

A PRE-CARIER JOB FAIR

Tuesday, February 26th
9:30-1:30 Job Fair, Open Forum
in Chumash Auditorium
ALL STUDENTS WEI COMFi

Mustang Dally

Thursday. February 21,1991
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DISABLED
From page 1

Mikhail A. Long, whose
depressed bone marrow condition
and asthma makes her function
ally disabled. “It’s really amazmg.
Students sat in wheelchairs
and tried to lift themselves over
cracks and other obstacles.
Others took part in a wheelchair
access course throughout the
campus. Blindfolds, canes and
other equipment gave people the
feeling of what many with dis
abilities encounter daily.
“(This is a day) of information
and sensitivity,” Learning Dis
ability Specialist Ann Fryer said.
Upstairs in the U.U., Fryer,
Long and other volunteers
manned the information tables,
displaying pamphlets on the five
major disability groups —
mobility, visual impairments,
hearing impairments, learning
disabilities and functional dis
abilities.
Long believed that the func
tionally disabled — people with
conditions such as asthma, can-

cer or epilepsy — tend to get
overlooked. Although they look
physi cal l y ab le, e veryday
problems as well as educational
problems are enormous.
Fryer agreed. “A diabetic who
has to eat five times a day is in a
real bind,” she said. “It makes a
difference when they can take
classes.”
Students also tried their
hands at what the learning dis
abled might encounter in the
classroom by trying to trace a
star looking only into a mirror.
Then, they had to cut out the
star with their opposite hand
while looking through the mir
ror.
Fryer said that this is not ex
actly what dyslexies or others
with learning problems envision,
but rather, the realism is the
emotions felt.
Fryer said the frustration is
in thinking that you can do a
simple task and then not being
able to do it.
Adaptive equipment also was
on display. Ix>ng picked up an or-

dinary-looking softball with a
plastic pin sticking out of it.
When she pulled the plug, a beep
sounded. “And when the beep
starts getting closer, you either
swing, miss or duck,” she said.
Fryer showed off many advan
cements: a handle-held bowling
ball; a talking calculator; a
Braille tjqjewriter; lamps that
flicker when the phone rings and
alarm clocks that awake by a
metal vibration found under the
pillow, all to help get through a
normal college day.
Deaf Specialist Chris Ken
nedy said one of the most helpful
tools that she uses is a machine
called a TTD. The device is a
mini-typewriter that hooks up to
the phone, allowing a conversa
tion to take place with someone
with a hearing impairment.
Kennedy said that with the
TTD, she can type in a message
that simultaneously appears on a
screen in front of a deaf student.
“Hello, This is Chris,” she
typed in from a phone hookup in
Chumash Auditorium. “I’ll be
back right away.”

STOCKWELL
From page 1

• Society
begins this
conditioning at a young age
through cartoons that portray
“good vs. evil.”
“By the time we graduate
high school we have spent more
tim e w atching violence on
television than spent time in
class,” he said.
* Advertising aids in this cause.
The military creates exciting,
fast-paced ads with catchy
slogans to recruit soldiers.
“These ads, however, do not
show the men with missing legs
or children in flames,” he said.
• The time between Vietnam and
the Persian Gulf war was the
second longest time of peace for
the United States. The longest
timespan was between World
Wars I and II.
“We call ourselves a peaceloving nation, however, in the
past 200 years we have fought
about 15 wars,” Stockwell said.
T h a t t i m e a m o u n t s to
approxim ately 50 years of
fighting.
Last year at th is time
Stockwell predicted that right
now, in 1991, the United States
would be at war.
* Stockwell said that President
Bush went looking for a war in
an attempt to increase his
po p u l a r it y and di str ac t
A m erica n s from d om estic
problems.
Before the war, polls showed
I that most Americans believed

rG ol

that Bush would be a one-term
president. Now the polls show
th a t no m atter who the
Democratic candidate is. Bush is
likely to win another term.
Between 1975-1976, Stockwell
served on a subcommittee of the
National Security Council as
commander of the CIA’s Angola
task force, under George Bush.
“George Bush is a genuine,
nice, decent, cheerful person,”
Stockwell said,
But, he said. Bush also
covered up the law breaking that
went on in the CIA while he was
director.
• During its 40-year history the
CIA has been involved in 3,000
major covert actions and 10,000
minor actions.
“ITie killing of a nation’s
leader is considered a minor
action,” he said.
About 6 million people have
been killed during th ese
operations.
“We’ve been slaughtering
people, claiming we’re fighting
Communists,” Stockwell said.
“They’re not Russians. TheyVe
not Cubans. They’re mostly ragpoor peasants. These people
d o n ’t
have
ICBMs
(intercontinental ballistic
missiles). They don’t have armies
or navies. They have no capacity
for doing harm to the United
States — and yet we’ve killed
them.”
• Bush is an international
president and deals well with

14515 Ventura BNd. «850
Shetman Oaks, CA. 91403

800- 888-8786
Americs's oldest and tersest
^student travel organization!

179 N. Santa Rosa • 541-2205

tHURSbAY
FEB 21
Buck Wild
Appearing!

179 N. Santa Rosa
541-2205

SCHOLARSHIPS!
Study at a university
in a country of your choice
for one academic year
1992-93.
S.L.O. Rotary Chib
is now taking applications for graduate/undergraduate
students and teachers of the handicapped

foreign affairs, but U.S. internal
problems bore and haunt him,
Stockwell said.
By 1981 the United States
had enough power to destroy 20
planets. Since then, this force
has been increased to almost 30
planets.
During this time, the United
States was not building up its
trade industry but did build up a
$4.5 trillion debt.
In the 1970s we were the
richest nation in the world, now
we have the highest debt.
“The United States seems rich
because we compare ourselves to
Third World countries.”
• The 1980s was the decade of
greed. There was massive shifts
of wealth from poor and middle
cla sses to the
ultra rich.
Stock ./ell said the rich had a
decrease in taxes by 70 percent
while the middle class had a 5
percent increase.
Once the Cold War was over,
he said, there was no reason for
a large military budget. Now
with the Gulf War the military
budget has not
only been
restored but is at an all time
high.
Stockwell said even when the
war ends, the United States will
have to maintain a huge military
force in the Gulf in order to keep
peace.
Stockwell ¿8 the only CIA field
case officer to go public against
the agency. His book. In Search
o f Enemies, is a detailed insider
account o f major CIA operations.

Valued at:
$15,000.00 to $20,000.00
^ Contact:
■Elaine Dutra-Commerce Bank S.L.O. ■ 541-4166
■F.E. McNamara-390 Higuera S.L.O. ■ 543-7778
The Xi Upsilon Chapter
of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc. salutes

African American History Month
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc., the first
historically African-American Fraternity,
was founded in 1906

Diplomate American Board ot Pediatrie Orthopedics
Fellow American College of Foot Orthopedists

“Put your
feet in our
hands'

Arroyo G rande

San Luis Obispo

310 s Holcyon # 104
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420
(005) 473-2775

Templeton

1941 Johnson Avenue Sfe 107 1101 Los labkjs Sfe J
Templeton, CA 93465
San Lu» CXxspo. CA 93401
(805)434 1349
(805) 543 3025
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$999
$335
$438
$519
$696
$905

Counefl Travel

CREST PIZZA

Mart i n L u t h e r King J r . • Ma l c o l m X • F r e d e r i c k D o u g l a s s

Roundtrip from Los Anselcs

KeyrtctkxK do qppV Student status
mo^ tse nequked. Many other destXiations available, both one way and
tourKkrlp.

Buy an 8", 1 1tem Pizza at
Regular Price and Get a
FREE Cheese Pizza

.

Away
LosCabos
Honolulu
London
Tokyo
TahM
Sydney

Expires 2-28
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Portrait Sign-up

Dates:
Time:
Place:

Portrait Setting

Dates:
Place:

February 18-22
10 am to 3 pm Daily
U.U. Plaza
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ElCbnoJ SPECIAL BOOK DISPUY THIS WEEK
Bookstore saveio%onpublisher'soriginalprice

February25-March 1
University Union, Rm. 218

C a l P o ly

Career Week
1991

Today’s Events:
•Seminar*

Women's Way:
Management StyleWhen the Boss is a
Woman
11: 00- 12:00
Fisher Science 286

•Panel Discussion*

Employer Panel
(Open Forum quest
ion & answer
session)
11: 00- 12:00
University Union 219

•Panel Discussion*

•Tommorrow's Event!*

Non-Technical Panel
(Successful non
technical grads
discuss their job
search process)

Evening with
Industry BanquetSociety of Women
Engineers
6:00-10:00 pm
Embassy Suites Hotel

1:00-2:00 pm
University Union 219

CAREER
SYMPOSIUM

Employer Forum in Chumash Auditorium

10:00-3:00 pm

Aerojet
Amdahl Corporation
AmericanMgi. Systems. Inc.
AndersenConsulting
AppliedMagnetics
AKCOOilandGas
AT&T
Baxter HealthcareCorp.
Bechtel
Boeing
Bullock’s
CalilorniaAir ResourcesBoard
Calif. Dept, ofParks/Mearst Castle
Calif. HighwayPatrol
Chevron
ChubbandSon, Inc.
Conductus, Inc.
Dept, ofGen. Services,
Real Est. andDesign
DrugEnforcement Admin.
EG&G
Environmental Care
Fair Isaac
Falick/KleinPartnershipInc.
F.B.I.
Federal Correctional Institution

First InterstateBank
Fluor Daniel, Inc.
FritoLay
FujitsuAmerica, Inc.
F'&JGalloWinery
TheGap, Inc.
Genentech
GilroyUSD
GoldenGateUniv.
Goirschalks
Hewlett Packard
IBM
InstituteofAgribusiness/
SantaClaraUniversity
)CPenneyCompany
KaiserPermanenteHealthCare,
South. Calif.
KiiplanEducational Center
KinneyShoeCorporation/
Foot Locker Division
LawrenceLivermoreNat'l l.ab
LeoA.Daly
Lockheed
LongsDrugs
LosAngelesDept, ofWaterandPower
LosAngelesPoliceDepartment
Macy’s

ManvilleSalesCorporation
MarkDaubermanCPAReviewCourse
MartinMarietta
Mercke, SharpandDohme
Microsoft Corporation
MissionIndustries
MomentumTextiles
NASAAmesResearchCenter
National AgStatisticsSer.-USDA
National Semiconductor (12)
NavyEmployment Info. Centei
Naval Invest. Service
NCRSystemsEngr.-SanDiego
NorthernTelecom
NorthwesternMutual Life
PaylessDrugStores
PeaceCorps
PetoscedCo., Inc.
PizzaHut
R.R.Donnelley&Sons
RadioShack
RalphM.Parsons
RolmSystems
SanJosePoliceDept.
SantaBarbaraResearchCtr.
SolarTurbines
SouthCoast AirQlty. Mgt. Dist.

SouthernCaliforniaGasCo.
StateFarmInsurance
StateWaterResourcesControl Brd.
Student Painters
SunMicrosystems
TPF&C
TandemComputers
TeledyneSystemsCompany
Teradyne, Inc.
UnitedAirlines
UnitedM
cGill
UniversityPaintingProfessionals
Upjohn
USArmy
USArmyROTC,Cal Poly
USDept, ofLabor
USOfficeofPers. Mgt.
USMarines
USNavy
ValleyCrest Trees
VarcoPrüdenBldg.
VarianAssoc.
VMX,Inc.
Westinghouse
ZackyFarms
Zellerbach
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From page 1

each.
H i s t o r y p r o f e s s o r Don
Krieger, whose class was inter
rupted for the arrest, lateicriticized the officers who ar
rested Wilson for their lack of
discretion in the apprehension of
Wilson.
“He (the officer) knew him
(Wilson) by sight,” Krieger said.
“They could’ve approached him

after class without interruption,
or they could’ve called me out of
class to tell me so I could call
him out discreetly.
“Tt) confront him (Wilson) like
that really tarnished him in
front of his peers,” Krieger said.
Krieger also said the officer’s
blatant manner could have
created a hazard for students if
Wilson had decided not to leave
peacefully.

Krieger said that he was filing
a complaint “through channels”
to the Dean of Liberal Arts Sid
ney Ribeau because of the inci
dent.
Christian had no comment on
the circumstances of Wilson’s ar
rest.
Public Safety Investigator
Mike Kennedy was present at
the scene of the arrest but was
unavailable for comment.

at first because of the cir
cumstances of Wilson’s arrest.
Krieger said he was lecturing
about Mahatma Gandhi when
the arresting officers, one in
street clothes from the SLO
County Narcotics Task Force ac
companied by several Public
Safety officers, interrupted
Krieger’s discussion so that the
task force officer could single out
Wilson.
The officer then demanded
Wilson to leave with ,them, and
Wilson complied.
“I was just angry that my
class had been interrupted by
police officers in that way,”
Krieger said.
“It didn’t dawn on me that it

was (a friend of) my neighbor
being arrested.”
Krieger said he had no idea
the police had any suspicions
about his neighbors across the
street.
“Our only concern was that
they were loud, and they weren’t
loud that often,” Krieger said.
Krieger said he “feels very
bad,” especially for Wilson.
“I don’t think the officers used
proper discretion,” Krieger said.
“I’m not against law enforce
ment ... (but) I don’t feel
anybody should be arrested in
that way.
“Life coincidences never cease
to astound me,” Krieger said.

COINCIDENCE
From page I

Tb top things off, Krieger, who
lives at 662 Islay St., was
stunned when he realized that
Schwing was not just any stu
dent but also his neighbor across
the street at 663 Islay St. and
that Wilson also hung out there.
“This is a small town, but it is
kind of a shock,” Krieger said
Wednesday aflemcxm.
“I just realized last Friday
that I had students in my classes
across the street from me,” he
said. “Wilson was across the
street and said to me, *You gave
us a hell of a midterm today.’ ”
Krieger said he failed to make
the connection between Wilson
and the house across the street

- Jason Foster

From page 1
sediment from the inlet, but the
ground is still too wet around the
delta for heavy equipment to
finish the job.
The mound can be removed by
October at a cost of $130,000, he
told the council.
At the meeting, several resi
dents of the area said drying
pleints on the delta would present
a fire danger. Two recent brush
fires on the lake’s western edge
chaned several acres.
A c t i n g Fi re C h i e f Bob
Neumann said he was aware of
the hazard but said the Depart
ment of Fish and Game may
limit how much brush can be
cleared because it provides
wildlife habitat.
Councilmembers also heard
two proposals on dredging che
lake bottom.
The first calls for hiring a con
tractor to dredge and deepen the
southern portion of the lake.
Romero said deepening would
inhibit plant growth in the lake
by reducing the amount of
sunlight reaching the bottom.
Romera said a recent staff report
said the lake must be dredged
within two years or it could
become a marsh.
The sedi ment would be
pump>ed to a 25-acre area in the
back of the park where it would

dry. Romero estimated the cost
at $2.7 million.
A second plan would dredge
the entire lake, creating much
larger drying mounds and
costing $3.7 million.
Romero cautioned the council
that any dredging beyond the
planned removal of the delta will
require updating the lake’s en
vironmental impact report.
“The permit process is very
involved,” he said.
It would take eight or nine
months to get approval for work
on the lake floor, Romero said.
Mayor Dunin suggested the ci
ty could save money on the pro
ject if it contacted the California
Mens Colony or California Con
servation Coqjs to proride lalxm
for the lake dredging, even if the
city had to buy the necessary
equipment. Dunin said the work
could be done for half the cost if
a private contractor is not hired.
The council urged staff to pro
ceed with the enrironmental
reports. Dunin said any dredging
plans would be premature
wi t h o u t the r e p o r t s and
wondered why they had not al
ready been pursued.
Councilmembers discussed a
draft of the Laguna Lake Park
Master Plan. The plan addresses
the park’s long-term goals.

Classified
Empfoyimht
DISTINGUISHED FACULTY S E R V IC E '
& LEARNING AWARD
SCS HAS NOMINATION FORMS AVAIL.
FOR STUDENTS/STAFF INTERESTED
IN RECOGNIZING AN OUTSTANDING
FACULTY MEMBER WHO PROMOTES
STUDENT LEARNING THROUGH
VOLUNTEER SE RVICE. PICK UP
APPLICATIONS IN UU217-DUE 3/1

HAMA!!

SPEAKER DINNER FEB 22 6:30
EMBASSY SUITES CALL MARSHALL
545-9229 FOR MORE DETAILS
DONT MISS THIS NIGHTIII

IHHr É

I* * *

SAM ^

MEETING THUR 11AM BLCX3.52-B5
BOWLATHON COMING SAT. 11-2
ATTN:Business & Econ M ^ r s

LOOK!!!

DELTA SIGMA PI

MUSTANG DAILY HAS A NEW
SYSTEM! A BOX LIKE THIS WILL
ONLY COST $2.00 MORE PER DAY!
GET MORE ATTENTION FOR YOUR $

The Internatonal Professional
BUSINESS FRATERNITY
Invites You To Meet The
Chapter Tonight At 7:30 In The
Sandwich Plant Senti-Ptof Dress
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Career Seminar
Thurs. 2-21-91 3-5 UU216

SPECIAL OLYMPICS VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED FOR OUTREACH SCS
STOP BY UU #217
OR CONTACT CHRIS 549-9415
MIKE 544-5865
CHECK OUT OUR INFO DESK
FEB.28.1991 IN THE UU 11-2

ROBOTICS!

Interasted7l
Coma to the first m eeting of
the Cal Poly Robotics Society
All Mafors Welcome.
Tuesday Feb.26th-Comp.Sci (14-249)
Room 249 7:00pm

WE TALKED COMING DOWN MADONNA
MOUNTAIN.YOU ARE AN ENGL MAJOR
FROM LONG BEACH.I-M SAN CLEMENTE
TRANSPLANT.! WISH I HAD GOTTEN
YOUR NAME! CALL ME. SAM 927-5273.

ULA

UNDERGRADUATE LAW ASSOCIATION
MEETING FEB.21 GRPHC.ARTS RM106
GUEST SPEAKER- JUDGE HAMMER
ALL MAJORS WELCOME 7:00PM

MEET YA AT THE CADCYSHACK
LAMBDA CHI. GAMMA PHI iS
READY TO RAGE II
THE BROTHERS OF LAMBDA CHI
ALPHA WOULD LIKE TO
CONGRATULATE JEFF AMBROSIA AND
SK BRANDEE BENDER ON THEIR
PINNING

WANTED 100 P E O ^ E
Lose 10-29 lbs in 30 days
all natural .Nationally Televised
1-800-347-7584
NEED A RIDEII live in MB and
need a ride to Poly MWF before
9am. Please helplEllen 772-9727

A ROYALE LIMOUSINE SERVICE Lincoln
and Cadillac Stretch Ride in Style
Wine Tours N ights On The Town
$25 TO $35/HR 3HR MIN 546-0734
Bus Student will do Tax Returns
Lorraine 543-2790
JANISE MOBILE AUTO REPAIR
25YRS EXP WHY PAY MORE 5445380
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Call Greg at 541 -0135

A-1 P.E.P. W/P

ill
LOST:Gold Pm with a superimposed
'A O ir.ruby in the center and
initials ADF on back. Call Kris
at 541-6974

Submit your application tor
GMrPres. volunteer Spirit Award
Deadline for application
Mon Fab. 25
App's available at UU 217 x2476

STRAIGHT W/P OR SPECIAL EDITING,
EXCLUSIVELY FOR Cal Poly STUDENTS.
FREE P/U AND DELVY. OCCIDENTAL
COLLEGE ENGUSH GRAD. 541-1737
PAPER CHASE \NORD PROCESSING
5 YRS EXP - CALL KAREN 544 2692
R&R Word Processing (Rona), 5442591. RATES REDUCED' 15 yrs exp

.
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HEWLETT PACKARD. THE MAKERS OF
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TKE- MIKE G.

THE HP-28S

RESUMES, SEN. PROJ , ¿TC. MACW/
LASER PRINTER LAURA- 549 8966
<* V

YOU DID A GREAT JOB W/ AOII'S
MR FRATERNITY.
LOVE. YOUR COACHES K,L,4E

WILL MAKE A PRESENTATION AT
THE NEXT ASME MEETING ON THURS.
FEBRUARY 2< AT BLDG 10, RM 220

m ESSM IS ENTITLED,
••a ft e r . SCROOL AT MÏ
MOOSE.' ...a u f m ...

EASY WORKIEXCELLENT PAYI
Assemble Products At Home Call for
Information 504-641-8003 ext. 3998

WHAT. NUSS
WORMWOOD?

CRUISE SHIP JOBS
HIRING Men - Women. Summer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS.
TOUR GUIDES,RECREATION
PERSONNEL.
Excellent pay plus FREE travel.
Caribbean ,Hawaii,Bahamas.
South Pacific. Mexico.
CALL NOW! Call Refundable
1-206-736-7000, Ext.600Nl
GOVERNMENT JOBS'$16,040 - $59.230
Call (1)805-687-6000 Ext.R-10081
for current Federal list.
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040-59,230/yr
Call (1)806-687-6000 Ext.R-10081
for curi^nt federal list.

LIFEGUARDS

The City of Morro Bay la taking
applications for 1991 summer
season beach lifeguards~life
guarding classes available at
Sinshiemer p o o l-A n e ric a n Red
Cross, First aid & CPR classes.
Applications can be obtained
from the City o f Morro Bay
Personnel Office 595 Harbor M.B.
Q u e s tio n call M.B. Harbor
Patrol 772-1214 ext.241
Staff wanted: Roughing li Day
Camp in Sf Bay Area (C>inda)
hinng for summer 1991
Positions: Counselors, Swim &
riding instructors, envir. ed.,
sports, waterfront. Trans dir.
exper, refs CALL 415-283-3795.
Stimulating and Rewarding SUMMER?
100 POSTIONS OPENING AT RIVER
WAY RANCH CAMP.RATED ONE OF
The Better Camps In The US Near
Sequoia National Park COUNSELORS,
INSTRUCTORS.AND MORE ON
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS FEBRUARY 27.
1991 SEE PALCEMENT CENTER FOR
LOCATION AND SIGN UPS
SUMMER CAMP
South Lake Tahoe
The City of Concord is looking
for Camp Counselors to work
with children ages 8 to 14.
Interested persons must attend
the Pre-Career Job Fair on Feb 26
For more information & details
go to the Student Placement Cntr.

ANOTHER, par en t -TTACHER
— , CONETRENCE T ' ,___ -

\

I TOLD HER. TO
EXPECT SOU TO

PENS EVERSTMIHG

APPLE Imagewnter LO $450
2400 Baud Modem $95 772-4107
FOR SALÉ
YAMAHA DX7 KEYBOARD $450
ALESIS HR16 DRUM MACHINE $300
BOSS DR220A DRUM MACHINE $80
CALL SIMON AT 542 9617

Bicycles
SPECIALIZED ROCKCOMBO BIKE
GREAT COND LOTS OF XTRAS
$350 549-9568 MUST SEE

Roommates
FEM RMMT SPRING QT r ' $200/MO
SHARE ROOM IN HOUSE NEAR POLY
FUN CHRISTIAN GIRLSI
CALL KRISTI 544-5833

FEMALE RMATE

NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM
IN BEAUTIFUL. SPACIOUS •^OUSE
CLOSE "^O POLY

CALL 541-9531
Leave Message

Own room in house near Poly
Call now' 546 0827
OWN ROOM in nice house, $230
washer&dryer, big yard 549-% 16
ROOMATE FOR SPRING OWN ROOM
$230 VERY CLOSE TO POLY 543 8286

Rental Hou$in§T
2 BDRM APTS.
UTIL. PAID
$700/MO
61 BROAD
544-7772
OWN ROOM IN 4BED 2BATH HOUSE
GARAGE.WASHER.YARD. 262/MO*300
DEP+UTIL. ROB AT 544-6789.
ROOM ?O^RENT-toveTylaguna Lk
home, own room or share $315/265
Fern., avail, immed. 1-373-0313
SLO 2BRM 2FUL BATH WASHER/DRY
FRIG, 2CARGR $900/MO 1-659-0934
WOODBRIDGE CONDO- TWO BEDROOM
1» BAIH , GARAGE. NEW PAINT AND
CARPET. VERY NICE. FURNISHED.
INCLUDES WASHER/DRYER. 750/MO
CALL 549-9876 OR 541-2917 AND
ASK FOR SEAN FITZPATRICK
THE REAL ESTATE GROUP OF SLO
YOUR SUMMER. IMAGINE PENTHOUSE
ULTRA PRIVATE DECK, BLG, CLOSE
DELUXE, REASONABLE 541-5943

Homea

lT b u y in g A HOUSE OR
FOR A FREE LIST OF ALL LEAST
EXPENSIVE HOUSES & CONDOS FOR
SALE IN SLO, CALL STEVE NELSON
543-8370. FARRELL SMYTH R/E.
*iL

J___L

BEST PRICED CONODS & HOMES
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS.
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE
541-3432 CENTURY 21-OBISPO

Poly softball splits double header with UCSB
By Cyndi Smith
Senior Staff Writer

The softball team split a
Valentine’s Day double header
with UC Santa Barbara to bring
their record to 4-6.
Cal Poly won the first game
1-0, scoring their only run in the
fourth inning.
Alison Murray and Steffanie
Adams both reached on errors

and Kelly Mclnemey advanced
them with a single, but Murray
was thrown out at third base.
Stephanie Tidwell then hit a ball
which was hobbled by the UCSB
second baseman, allowing Adams
to score.
Julie Rome pitched the full
seven innings, picking up the
shutout while allowing one hit
and three walks and striking out
three. Mcl nerney led the

Mustangs with one hit in three
at-bats.
Mustang Head Coach Lisa
Boyer was pleased with the win
and said it was the first time in
five yeiirs that Cal Poly has
beaten UCSB.
In the second game, the
Gauchos beat the Mustangs 2-0.
UCSB scored both runs in the
fourth inning with three walks
and two singles.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Laura Fawcett started the
game and pitched through the
middle of the third inning, allow
ing two hits, four walks and
striking out two.
Michelle Sorci came in to
relieve Fawcett and pitched for
the rest of the game, allowing
just two hits and striking out
two.
The team has a break until
March 2, when they face Cal

State San Bernadino at home.
Boyer said that in the meantime
the team will be working very
hard to improve its hitting abili
ties.
“Obviously we didn’t have
many hits in (Thursday’s)
games,” she said.
“We play every weekend after
March 2, so we will concentrate
on improving our hitting until
then,” Boyer said.

COMPANY

Southern California Gas Company,
headquartered in Los Angeles,
is the largest natural gas distribution company
in the United States. We can offer
you outstanding professional challenges in an
exciting environment. We are currently seeking
Chemical, Civil, and Mechanical Engineers;
Accounting/Finance and Information Systems Majors.
Send Resume To:
Professional Staffing
Southern California Gas Company
810 S. Flower St. M.L 403V
Los Angeles, CA 90017

COME SEE US TODAY AT THE
CAREER SYMPOSIUM AT CHUMASH
AUDITORIUM FROM 10AM-3PM.

AS I CONCERTS
P ro u d ly P r e s e n ts
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SAVE FROM 25% TO 50%

UMMB COLOUR
with special guest King's X
G ym

ON CAL POLY CLOTHING
Shop early for best selection
Limited to stock on hand

TICKETS ON SALE THURS, FEB. 28 AT Warn

If you're interested in getting
involved with running concerts
on campus, join us

Thursdays at 6pm
University Union Rm 220

Bookstore

Find out whaVs going on!

